This paper discusses about the detection of damages present in the steel plates using nondestructive vibration testing. A simple experimental model has been developed to hold the steel plate complying with the simply supported boundary condition. Vibration patterns from the steel structure are captured based on the impact testing using a simple protocol. The vibration signals in normal condition of the steel plate are recorded. The damages of size 512 m to 1852 m are simulated manually on the steel plate using drill bits. The vibration signals in the fault condition of the steel plate are collected. The captured vibration signals are preprocessed and time domain based feature extraction algorithms are developed to extract features from the vibration signals. The conditions of the steel plate namely healthy and faulty are associated with the extracted features to establish input output mapping. A feed-forward neural network is modeled to classify the condition. The neural network parameters are adjusted to train the network. The performance of the network is calculated using Falhman criterion.
Introduction
Damages can put human safety at risk, cause long term machine downtimes, interruption in the production and subsequently increase the production cost. Early damage detection and possible location of the faults from the vibration measurements is one of the primary tasks of condition monitoring. Condition monitoring enables early detection of faults. In recent years there has been an increasing interest in the development of online condition monitoring systems due to the success in several applications. Structural Health Monitoring is often used methodology in evaluating the health of a structure by studying the level of deterioration and the life of the structures [1] . This approach is widely applied to investigate bridges and buildings. The study on the structural health helps to improve the safety measures and life of the structure. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is a inverse problem which mainly concentrates on damage existence, damage localization and damage extent measurement. The purpose of SHM is to ensure high reliability and less maintenance cost throughout the lifetime of the structure. A damage condition of a steel plate can be detected by the vibration signal propagating through it, when it is subjected to an impulse force. There are many technologies that have been developed to detect the faults in a gear box, bridge structures, aircraft and bearings. Non Destructive Testing (NDT) methods attain more importance in the damage detection and are extensively researched. The nondestructive approach is engaged towards the identification of the damages in the steel plate. NDT can be defined as the study of the impulse response of a system due to an external excitation that confronts the dynamic nature of the system under test. The existence of a crack in a steel plate reduces the stiffness of the plate and this reduction in stiffness ultimately reduces the natural frequencies. Further, this also changes the mode shape of vibration. An analysis of the propagation of the vibration signal makes it possible to detect the fault non-destructively. An extensive literature review of the state of art vibration analysis and damage detection has been published by S.W. Doebling [2] . A detailed survey of the state of art in the damage detection field using modal analysis has been presented by Richardson [3] . A detailed review of the different vibration and acoustic methods such as the time and frequency domains, acoustic emission techniques are presented by Tandon and Nakra [4] . Using fracture mechanics method, Dimarogonas [5] and Anifactis [6] computed the equivalent stiffness and developed a model for crack detection in beams. An experimental technique to estimate the location and depth of a crack in a beam has been developed by Adams and Cawley [7] . The methodology of crack detection based on natural frequency changes has been closely studied by Shen and Pierre [8] .
In this work, a simply supported boundary condition based experimental arrangement to capture the vibration signal from a stainless steel plate in normal and fault conditions is developed. The vibration signal is recorded from the system using a data capturing protocol by subjecting the steel plate to an external excitation. The presence of damage in the system is studied by closely studying the vibration pattern at an instance. The vibration pattern at a certain location carries the dynamic characteristics of the system such as fundamental frequency, damping ratio and mode shape. The frame energy based discrete cosine transformation moment features are extracted from the vibration signal. The features are associated with the condition of the steel plate.
A simple feed-forward neural network is modeled. The neural network parameters are adjusted to train the network. The performance of the network is calculated using Falhman criterion.
Experimental Design and Data Collection

Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA)
Non Destructive Testing / Evaluation (NDT/E) can be applied to any new structures. The objective of the test is to inspect and assess the quality and integrity of the structure under study. Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) is defined as a process of acquiring acceleration response data (excitation of the structure using external force and obtaining the response to the force) and identification of the modal parameters [9] testing was widely used methodology in the vibration research. EMA for damage detection involves data acquisition, modal parameter estimation and observation of damage by further analysis. An optimal selection of excitation methods, transducers and measurement parameters is the fundamental part of the experimental modal analysis. EMA in their early stages was used to measure the modal parameters of any system such as natural frequency and mode shape.
Experimental Setup
The best possible selection of the parameters concerning the modal analysis measurement involves proper choice of the suspension type to hold the test subject, structural excitation and response point selection, transducers used for measurement, method of excitation and data acquisition.
A 2B type stainless steel plate of the dimensions 60 cm long and 24 cm wide and 1.2 mm thickness weighing a mass of 1.2 kg is used in the experiment. The test structure is cleaned to remove stains before the experiment. Fig. 1 shows a typical undamaged stainless steel plate.
The steel plate is marked with cell formation by dividing its area into equal cells of size 4 cm by 4 cm by forming grids of 6 rows and 15 columns. The steel plate with grid formation is shown in Fig. 2 . The size of the cell was chosen based on the distance between the accelerometers placed adjacently. Fig. 3 shows the 36 labeled excitation locations on the steel plate. Since resonance occurs at the locations where there is close contact of the threads, the excitation locations for the experiment are chosen at the middle of the cell structure with a 6 by 6 matrix formation. The cells are numbered sequentially. Ten similar steel plates are used in the experimental study. Similar pattern of labeling has been made in all the 10 steel plates. 1) Suspension methods : Modal analysis is made on a structure that is suspended under free-free conditions, or a structure suspended in operating conditions. The experimental test structures are fabricated into Simply supported boundary condition (free-free) 2) Simply supported steel plate: A simple experimental setup framework is designed to hold the steel plate in a free-free condition. Hollow aluminium frames are used to fabricate the test bed structure with outer dimensions measuring 90 cm x 60 cm and inner dimensions measuring 75 cm x 45 cm. To provide suspension and to avoid external interference due to environment, the aluminium frame is placed over a rubber mattress. Two thin threads are tied across the frame at a distance of 30 cm apart from each other to freely suspend the steel plate. The thin threads are wounded so as to balance the steel plate evenly at both the ends and to avoid plate deflection and bounce. The steel plate weighing 1.2 kg is freely suspended over the threads with 7.5 cm away from its shorter sides and 10 cm away from its longer sides. The impact hammer is stroked on the excitation locations and the steel plate is made to vibrate several times to ensure no overloading problem during the experiment. The simply supported framework is depicted in Fig. 4 . 3) Force and vibration transducers: In this experiment, a general purpose impulse hammer (Model 5800B2) is used. The impulse hammer has a range of 50 lbf with a sensitivity of 100 mV/lbf. The head weight of the impulse hammer is 100 grams. This impulse hammer is compatible with Integrated Circuit Piezoelectric (ICP) and a Bayonet Neill Concelman (BNC) connection is established between the hammer and the Data Acquisition (DAQ) system. A general purpose Piezotronic voltage source accelerometer of Model A/120/V from DJB instruments is used in this experiment. The accelerometer has a resonant frequency of 28 kHz and is base tapped (10/32 UNF 4 mm deep). The accelerometer possesses a sensitivity of 31.6 mV/g ±5% @ 20°C using a two wire Charge / Voltage converter (QVC). The accelerometer is ICP compatible and is connected to the data acquisition System with a BNC Connection.
4) Data acquisition system(DAQ):
The DAQ Model LMS SCADAS Mobile SCM01 is used in this experiment for data capturing. The DAQ contains 4 input channels and an Ethernet connectivity for interfacing with the Personal Computer. The DAQ supports a maximum sampling frequency of 102.4 kHz. The impulse hammer and three accelerometers are connected to the DAQ using a BNC connector cable. The DAQ contains an internal battery which lasts for a couple of hours depending on the usage. The DAQ is connected to the laptop computer running the LMS Test Lab software through a high speed Ethernet connection.
5)
Roving hammer test: During this testing procedure, the structure under test is mounted on the experimental setup. The accelerometers locations are evenly distributed over the structure. An impulse signal is generated on the structure by striking the impact hammer at different locations and observing the vibration acceleration pattern at different locations. The location of strike of the impact hammer is randomly selected.
6) Roving accelerometer test:
In this test the structure under test is mounted on the experimental setup and the location of strike of the impact hammer is fixed. The accelerometers are placed at even locations on the structure. The location of excitation is fixed at the same place throughout the test, while the accelerometer locations are changed during every trial of the test. In this work, the data collection protocol is designed using both the roving hammer test and roving accelerometer test.
Data capture and data collection procedure
The database of vibration signals are collected from the steel plate in both healthy and damaged conditions which is explained in the forthcoming sections. The sampling frequency chosen in this experiment to be 4 kHz throughout the data collection process 1) Simulated damages: This experimental study is carried out to identify the damages in the steel plate. The vibration signatures from the steel plate under normal and healthy conditions are used as the reference signal. Simple damages are made on the steel plate by drilling small holes on the steel plate. Small drilled holes of diameter between 512 to 1852 and depth of 100 are manually made using drill bits on the surface of the steel plate. A maximum of 3 damages were made in each cell. Damages were made in all the 36 cells which constitute 144 possible excitation locations.
Data collection procedure and protocol design for data collection
The steel plate is divided into 6 rows and 15 columns. The area of the cell is 4 cm 2 and the cells are numbered sequentially from 1 to 36. The accelerometers are mounted over the corners of the cells.
The data collection protocol for the experimental modal analysis is designed by incorporating both the roving impact hammer and roving accelerometer test. The steel plate is suspended either in a free-free or fixed-free boundary condition. The three accelerometers are mounted at the 3 corners of a cell. Precautions were taken to avoid any external disturbances on the mounted accelerometers. The steel plate is then excited with an impact hammer at the impact point (at the 4 th corner of the cell) and made to vibrate. The vibration pattern is observed using the three accelerometers which are placed at the three corners of the cell.
The impact point and the response points are interchanged among the 4 corners of the cell. The procedure is repeated for all the 36 locations marked on steel plate. The protocol design for the accelerometer placement and the impact point position are depicted in Fig. 5 to Fig. 8 .
Vibration signal database
Using the data collection procedure the experimental data is collected at various locations of the steel plate under normal and fault conditions. The experiment is repeated and the vibration signal is obtained from 10 steel plates of similar dimensions. Thus 1440 samples are captured and recorded for normal conditions. Similarly 1440 samples for fault conditions including minimum, medium and maximum damages are collected after drilling small holes on the steel plates. The experimental data collected using simply supported method comprises of 2880 samples. The data collected is stored in the processing through MATLAB. 
Feature Extraction and Data Processing
The vibration response signal recorded from the accelerometers contains the time verses amplitude information for a time stamp of 20 seconds. The recorded signals are the response to an impulse signal. In this work, the features from the vibration signals are extracted using time domain based statistical features based on the frame energy. Feature Extraction Algorithms are developed to extract the statistical features namely Kurtosis, Root Mean Square, Total Delta Energy and Number of slope changes.
Frame energy
To effectively study the features, the vibration signal is decomposed into frames of definite size. 1) Frame blocking: To maintain simplicity, the signal is segment into frames of size 1024. A typical representation of the vibration signal clipped for 15 seconds is shown in Fig. 8 . While performing the impact test on the steel plates, the recording time was set to 20 seconds. The time of strike of the impact hammer on the steel plate is not consistent. Hence to incorporate uniformity of the signal length, the signal corresponding to 15 seconds is extracted using the following signal trimming procedure.
2) Signal Clipping: The transient vibration signal is recorded for 20 seconds during the impact testin p p 0.5) seconds to (t p + 14.5) seconds are extracted. The period of the resulting extracted signal is 15 seconds and is used for further analysis. 
5) Kurtosis K :
The Kurtosis K is defined as the fourth moment of the distribution and measure of the size of the tails of distribution and is used as an indicator to the major peaks in a set of data. The kurtosis for the frame energy is computed using (1) . (2)
where i e = i th frame energy and N = total number of frames.
7)
Total delta energy E : The vibration response is a function of energy decay with respect to time. The sum of the change in energy between two successive frames in the signal is referred to as the total delta energy E and is computed using (3).
where i e = i th frame energy, i = frame number and N = total number of frames.
8) Number of slope changes S :
The vibration response of the frames decays exponentially with respect to time. The slope of the energy decay depends on the plate condition and hence the frame energy values between two successive frames are compared and the changes in slope values are computed. If the product of two consecutive frame energies is less than zero then it is considered as a slope change. The total number of slope changes computed from the frame energy values constitutes a feature. The number of slope changes is computed using (4) and (5). 
Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing is referred to the set of procedures used to process the raw data for further processing such as classification or clustering. The data preprocessing involves labeling of inputs and outputs, identification and removal of outliers, feature selection, data dimensionality reduction and data normalization. The redundancy in data may cause misleading classification results. Hence the data preprocessing analyzes used to process and remove redundancy from the m x n number of features. The input data samples are associated with their corresponding output vector and fed to the classifier model for classification. Identification of features with better discriminating capability and choice of classifier model with better prediction capability produces promising classification results. 1) Outlier identification and removal: Outliers are referred to as the data which are inconsistent with the rest of the data in the dataset. The outlier present in the dataset when unidentified distorts the mean and variance which further leads to poor classification results. Outliers can be identified by visualizing the data distribution.
Outliers are removed from the dataset using five point summary method [11] . A total of 116 samples were removed as outliers from the original dataset leaving 2764 samples.
Data normalization and randomization
The dataset derived from the features does not follow a uniform data distribution. Normalization is a preprocessing technique widely employed in applications whose input variables are rescaled. Data normalization quickens the training time of the classifiers since all the feature vectors fall under the same scale. The softmax normalization technique is used in this work. The dataset can be nonlinearly transformed using the sigmoidal function shown in (7) where the data is distributed between the range of 
Feature reduction / dimensionality reduction
Data with large dimensionality increases the complexity of sampling the space. The dimensionality of the data is adjusted before applying the pattern recognition algorithms for classification. The relationship between the number of features and the number of samples is the key area in effective classifier design. The number of features directly affects the performance of the classifier / classification system. For efficient classifier design the salient features that carry dominant information must to be identified.
The principal components are computed by covariance method using the eigenvector analysis [12] [14] . The feature vector is transformed to a higher dimension by computing the principal components. The principal components (PCs) are calculated using correlation matrix method. The required number of principal components is identified using size of variance. In this research work, the required numbers of PCs are calculated by a rule of thumb by computing the variances. The number of identified principal components is sorted in ascending order according to the variance and then the principal components whose variances greater than 0.7 are retained and are used for modeling the classifier. From the 12 frame energy based features 8 principal component features were identified.
Artificial Neural Network
An artificial neural network is an information processing system that has been developed as a generalization of the mathematical model for human cognition [15] . Artificial Neural Network (ANN) provides alternative form of computing that attempts to mimic the functionality of the brain. One of the most used learning methods in ANN is Back Propagation.
A feed-forward neural network is modeled and trained using the extracted feature vectors. The neural network training parameters such as activation function, learning rate, and momentum factor are optimally chosen during the training of the network.
Split sample testing or the hold out method is the supervised training procedure, where the dataset is randomly separated into two sets namely training and testing. The training set is used to train the network, while the testing set is used to validate the network for generalization error [12] .
In this work, a similar method of split sample testing method is used, where the dataset is randomly divided into training sets of 60%, 70% and 80%. The complete dataset (100%) which includes training data and unseen data is used to validate the performance measure of the trained network.
During the validation of the trained neural network, the actual output is compared across the desired output with a testing threshold and margin criterion cott E. Falhman [16] is considered. In this method the output classes: class1 and class2 are associated to 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. The threshold value is set in such a way that, the output values of the simulated network lying between 0 to 0.3 is considered as 0.1 (class1) and output values lying between 0.7 to 0.9 is considered to be 0.9 (class2). The target output values above 0.3 and below 0.7 are considered method and are tabulated.
Feed-forward neural network
The feed-forward neural network model contains three layers namely input, hidden and output. The input layer is provided with the feature vectors which constitutes the input neurons to the network. The output layer is associated with the target vectors corresponding to the input vectors. The hidden neurons in the hidden layer are allocated experimentally. The hidden neurons contribute towards the weighted connections of the neural network.
The feed-forward neural network is modeled for the simply supported experiment method based on the features extracted from the vibration signals and subsequently trained using Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation algorithm. The etwork. The neural network models are trained using 60%, 70% and 80% samples of the database and tested against the complete database. The trained neural networks are validated across the testing samples which include unseen inputs by the trained network. The network is tested with normal method and proposed falhman testing method.
The feed-forward neural network modeled in this work use hyperbolic tangent and logistic sigmoid activation functions appropriately. A lower value of the learning rate between 0.1 to 0.3 is used to avoid oscillations during the learning of the network. The momentum constant is chosen a higher value so as to avoid the network getting caught during the local minima. In the feed-forward neural network model, the momentum constant is chosen to be between 0.8 to 0.9. The number of hidden neurons is chosen in a trial and error basis.
The trained neural networks are validated with the testing samples which include unseen inputs by the trained network. The network is tested with falhman testing method. The results are tabulated in Table 1 and 2 respectively.
Results and Discussion
The feed-forward neural network model is trained by adjusting the training parameters listed in Table 1 . The neural network model was trained for 5 trials, each trial containing 25 iterations.
The mean classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and number of epochs of the 5 trials are calculated and the results are tabulated in Table 2 .
The performance of the trained network model is validated by calculating the true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives.
The minimum and maximum classification accuracy are obtained as 93.00% (60 percent samples) and 95.26% (80 percent samples) respectively. The minimum and maximum sensitivity are obtained as 92.18% (60 percent samples) and 94.30% (80 percent samples) respectively. The minimum and maximum specificity are obtained as 93.82% (60 percent samples) and 96.22% (80 percent samples) respectively. The minimum and maximum number of epoches are obtained as 116 (60 percent samples) and 152 (80 percent samples) respectively. The results show that 80 percent data samples produce better results compared to 60 percent and 70 percent samples. Though the larger the number of samples, the more the complexity and weighted connections of the network.
Conclusion
In this work, an experimental method was developed based on the non-destructive testing and experimental modal analysis. Feature extraction algorithms using frame energy based statistical time domain signal processing methods were developed to extract the features from the vibration signals. Data preparation methods were developed to formulate the feature vectors for classifier models. A feed-forward neural network model was modeled to classify the condition of the steel structure using the features extracted from the vibration signals. The Network model shows promising results.
